# Australian Maritime College

## ERC timetable - All Activities, Week 45 (wk starting 5/11/2012)

|------|------------------|-------------------|----------------------|---------------------|------------------|
| 0800 | **Lecture-Practical**  
*Unit:* PPBMTP3 - ADVANCED FIRE FIGHTING THEORY  
*Room:* NH.MF4 Lecture Room AMC Search (NH.AR29.L02.201)  
*Staff:* Hawkins, MR Hawkeye | **Lecture-Practical**  
*Unit:* PPBMTP3 - ADVANCED FIRE FIGHTING THEORY  
*Room:* NH.MF4 Lecture Room AMC Search (NH.AR29.L02.201)  
*Staff:* Snell, Mr Tony | **Lecture-Practical**  
*Unit:* PPBMTP3 - ADVANCED FIRE FIGHTING THEORY  
*Room:* NH.MF4 Lecture Room AMC Search (NH.AR29.L02.201)  
*Staff:* Beckett, MR Anthony | **Lecture-Practical**  
*Unit:* PPBMTP3 - ADVANCED FIRE FIGHTING THEORY  
*Room:* NH.MF4 Lecture Room AMC Search (NH.AR29.L02.201)  
*Staff:* Beckett, MR Anthony | **Lecture-Practical**  
*Unit:* PPBMTP3 - ADVANCED FIRE FIGHTING PRACTICAL  
*Room:* BB.ERC Class Room (BB.BB01.L01.103)  
*Staff:* Beckett, MR Anthony; Gabites, MR Ian | **Lecture-Practical**  
*Unit:* PPBMTP3 - ADVANCED FIRE FIGHTING PRACTICAL  
*Room:* BB.ERC Class Room (BB.BB01.L01.103)  
*Staff:* Beckett, MR Anthony; Gabites, MR Ian |
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